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ABSTRACT
We show that the mass fraction of giant molecular cloud (GMC) gas (n  100 cm−3) in dense
(n  104 cm−3) star-forming clumps, observable in dense molecular tracers (LHCN/LCO(1–0)),
is a sensitive probe of the strength and mechanism(s) of stellar feedback, as well as the star for-
mation efficiencies in the most dense gas. Using high-resolution galaxy-scale simulations with
pc-scale resolution and explicit models for feedback from radiation pressure, photoionization
heating, stellar winds and supernovae (SNe), we make predictions for the dense molecular
gas tracers as a function of GMC and galaxy properties and the efficiency of stellar feed-
back/star formation. In models with weak/no feedback, much of the mass in GMCs collapses
into dense subunits, predicting LHCN/LCO(1–0) ratios order-of-magnitude larger than observed.
By contrast, models with feedback properties taken directly from stellar evolution calcula-
tions predict dense gas tracers in good agreement with observations. Changing the strength or
timing of SNe tends to move systems along, rather than off, the LHCN–LCO relation (because
SNe heat lower density material, not the high-density gas). Changing the strength of radiation
pressure (which acts efficiently in the highest density gas), however, has a much stronger
effect on LHCN than on LCO. We show that degeneracies between the strength of feedback, and
efficiency of star formation on small scales, can be broken by the combination of dense gas,
intermediate-density gas and total star formation rate (SFR) tracers, and favour models where
the galaxy-integrated star formation efficiency in dense gas is low. We also predict that the
fraction of dense gas (LHCN/LCO(1–0)) increases with increasing GMC surface density; this
drives a trend in LHCN/LCO(1–0) with SFR and luminosity which has tentatively been observed.
Our results make specific predictions for enhancements in the dense gas tracers in unusually
dense environments such as ultraluminous infrared galaxies and galactic nuclei (including the
galactic centre).
Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: star forma-
tion – cosmology: theory.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Feedback from massive stars is critical to the evolution of galaxies,
the properties and structure of the interstellar medium (ISM) and
the formation of stars and star clusters in giant molecular clouds
(GMCs). The Kennicutt–Schmidt law for star formation (SF) in
galaxies implies a gas consumption time of ∼50 dynamical times
(Kennicutt 1998). Moreover, the total fraction of the gas turned into
stars in GMCs over their lifetime is only a few per cent (Zuckerman
& Evans 1974; Williams & McKee 1997; Evans 1999; Evans et al.
2009).
 E-mail: phopkins@astro.berkeley.edu
†Canada Research Chair in Astrophysics.
In an instantaneous sense, the low star formation rate (SFR) in
GMCs is closely related to the fact that most of the gas within
GMCs is at relatively low densities n ∼ 10–100 cm−3, i.e. not in
star-forming cores that have densities 104 cm−3 (e.g. Williams
& McKee 1997; Evans 1999, and references therein). Tracers of
high-density gas such as the HCN transition (critical density n 
104 cm−3) have shown that it is the gas at these high densities that
is actually forming stars – what determines the SFR in GMCs is
the amount of mass at these densities (e.g. Shirley et al. 2003; Wu
et al. 2005; Lada, Lombardi & Alves 2010). In typical GMCs, this
is ∼10 per cent of the mass, but SF is relatively rapid in the clumps,
giving the canonical SFR of a few per cent of the GMC mass per
dynamical time.
Furthermore, observations have suggested that in high-density
systems such as local merger-induced starbursts – which are known
C© 2013 The Authors
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to have a higher ratio of SFR to gas surface densities sfr/gas
(Kennicutt 1998) – have systematically higher ratios of high density
to total gas mass (Gao & Solomon 2004b; Narayanan et al. 2005;
Evans et al. 2006; Bussmann et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2010). The
systematic increase of this ratio with surface density gas has been
proposed as the origin of the difference between the apparently
linear SFR–dense gas mass relation (which follows if the mass at
a specific high density has a high, constant SF efficiency) and the
superlinear Kennicutt–Schmidt relation (Gao & Solomon 2004b;
Wu et al. 2005; Krumholz & Thompson 2007, but see also Yao
et al. 2003; Narayanan, Cox & Hernquist 2008a; Narayanan et al.
2008b).
Exactly what determines the amount of dense gas, and hence
the SFR, remains unknown. In simulations without stellar feed-
back, GMCs experience runaway collapse to densities much higher
than observed, and rapidly turn a near-unity fraction of their gas
into stars (Bournaud et al. 2010; Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle 2011;
Harper-Clark & Murray 2011; Hopkins, Quataert & Murray 2011;
Krumholz, Klein & McKee 2011; Tasker 2011). Neither thermal
pressure nor turbulence in and of itself can stave off collapse in the
ISM: cooling is rapid, so that thermal support is quickly lost, and
turbulent support dissipates on a single crossing time (e.g. Ostriker,
Stone & Gammie 2001). Some mechanism must therefore continu-
ously inject energy and momentum into the gas on both GMC and
galactic scales, in order to prevent runaway collapse to arbitrarily
high densities.
Various physical mechanisms have been proposed as a source of
random motions in GMCs: photoionization, stellar winds, radiation
pressure from ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) photons, protostel-
lar jets, cosmic rays, supernovae and gravitational cascades from
large scales (e.g. Mac Low & Klessen 2004, and references therein).
In Hopkins et al. (2011, hereafter Paper I) and Hopkins, Quataert &
Murray (2012a, hereafter Paper II), we therefore developed a library
of numerical hydrodynamic simulations of galaxies, with pc-scale
resolution, molecular cooling and explicit spatial/time resolution of
feedback mechanisms including radiation pressure in the UV and
IR, supernovae, massive and asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stel-
lar winds and H II photoionization heating. In Papers I and II, we
show that these feedback mechanisms generically lead to the for-
mation of a self-regulating, quasi-steady-state multiphase ISM, in
which dense GMCs form via gravitational collapse. Gas inside these
GMCs then forms parsec scale clumps at densities n > 104 cm−3
in which most stars form; the GMCs hosting these clumps are then
quickly broken up by feedback after they turn a few per cent of their
mass into stars.
We showed in Paper II that most properties of the ISM and GMCs
are insensitive to the strength and precise mechanisms of feedback,
so long as sufficient feedback is present to resist runaway dissipation
and collapse. But this is largely a property of the low-density (non-
star-forming) gas in GMCs – their properties are set to be those of
any marginally self-gravitating object, i.e. they trace the Jeans mass
and collapse conditions (Hopkins 2012). The gas at high densities
can, in principle, evolve very far away from its ‘initial’ conditions
even in just a couple GMC dynamical times. In this paper, we
investigate the consequences of different feedback mechanisms for
the dense gas in galaxies and GMCs.
2 T H E S I M U L AT I O N S
The simulations used here are described in detail in Paper I (section 2
and tables 1– 3) and Paper II (section 2). We briefly summarize the
most important properties here. The simulations were performed
with the parallel TreeSPH code GADGET-3 (Springel 2005). They
include stars, dark matter and gas, with cooling, SF and stellar
feedback.
Gas follows an atomic cooling curve with additional fine-
structure cooling to <100 K, with no ‘cooling floor’ imposed. SF
is allowed only in dense regions above n > 1000 cm−3, at a rate
ρ˙∗ = ∗ ρmol/tff , where tff is the free-fall time, ρmol = fH2 ρ is the
molecular gas density and ∗ = 1.5 per cent is a nominal efficiency
at these densities (Krumholz & Tan 2007). We follow Krumholz &
Gnedin (2011) to calculate the molecular fraction fH2 in dense gas
as a function of local column density and metallicity. In Papers I
and II we show that the galaxy structure and SFR are basically inde-
pendent of the small-scale SF law (independent of ∗ in particular),
density threshold (provided it is high) and treatment of molecular
chemistry. However, we discuss below how the properties of the
most dense gas depend on these prescriptions.
Stellar feedback is included, via a variety of mechanisms.
(1) Local momentum flux from radiation pressure, supernovae
and stellar winds. Gas within a GMC (identified with an on-the-
fly friends-of-friends algorithm) receives a direct momentum flux
from the stars in that cluster/clump. The momentum flux is ˙P =
˙PSNe + ˙Pw + ˙Prad, where the separate terms represent the direct
momentum flux of SNe ejecta, stellar winds and radiation pressure.
The first two are directly tabulated for a single stellar population
as a function of age and metallicity Z and the flux is directed away
from the stellar centre. Because the local momentum flux is, by
definition in our simulations, interior to clouds, the systems are
always optically thick to UV radiation, so the radiation force is
approximately ˙Prad ≈ (1 + τIR) Lincident/c, where 1 + τ IR = 1 +
gas κ IR accounts for the absorption of the initial UV/optical flux
and multiple scatterings of the IR flux if the region is optically thick
in the IR (with gas calculated for each particle given its location
in the GMC).
(2) Supernova shock-heating. Gas shocked by supernovae can
be heated to high temperatures. We tabulate the SNe Type I and
Type II rates from Mannucci, Della Valle & Panagia (2006) and
STARBURST99, respectively, as a function of age and metallicity for
all star particles and stochastically determine at each time-step if a
SN occurs. If so, the appropriate mechanical luminosity is injected
as thermal energy in the gas within a smoothing length (nearest 32
gas neighbours) of the star particle.
(3) Gas recycling and shock-heating in stellar winds. Gas mass
is returned to the ISM from stellar evolution, at a rate tabulated
from SNe and stellar mass loss (integrated fraction ≈0.3). The SNe
heating is described above. Similarly, stellar winds are assumed
to shock locally and inject the appropriate tabulated mechanical
luminosity L(t, Z) as a function of age and metallicity into the gas
within a smoothing length.
(4) Photoheating of H II regions. We also tabulate the rate of pro-
duction of ionizing photons for each star particle; moving radially
outwards from the star, we then ionize each neutral gas particle (us-
ing its density and state to determine the necessary photon number)
until the photon budget is exhausted. Ionized gas is maintained at a
minimum ∼104 K until it falls outside an H II region.
(5) Long-range radiation pressure. Photons which escape the
local GMC [not accounted for in mechanism (1) above] can be
absorbed at larger radii. Knowing the intrinsic spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED) of each star particle, we attenuate integrating the
local gas density and gradients to convergence. The resulting ‘es-
caped’ SED gives a flux that propagates to large distances, and can
be treated in the same manner as the gravity tree to give the local
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net incident flux on a gas particle. The local absorption is then cal-
culated integrating over a frequency-dependent opacity that scales
with metallicity, and the radiation pressure force is imparted.
In implementing (1)–(5), all energy, mass and momentum-
injection rates are taken from stellar population models (Leitherer
et al. 1999), assuming a Kroupa (2002) initial mass function (IMF),
without any free parameters. More details, numerical tests and res-
olution studies for these models are discussed in Paper II; some
additional numerical tests are discussed in Appendix A.
We implement the model in four distinct initial disc models span-
ning a range of galaxy types. Each has a bulge, stellar and gaseous
disc, halo and central black hole (BH; although to isolate the role of
stellar feedback, models for BH growth and feedback are disabled).
At our standard resolution, each model has ∼0.3–1 × 108 total parti-
cles, giving particle masses of 500–1000 M and 1–5 pc smoothing
lengths, and are run for a few orbital times each. A couple ultrahigh
resolution runs for convergence tests employ ∼109 particles with
sub-pc resolution. The disc models include the following.
(1) Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC): an SMC-like dwarf, with
baryonic mass Mbar = 8.9 × 108 M (gas mg = 7.5 × 108 M,
bulge Mb = 1.3 × 108 M, the remainder in a stellar disc md) and
halo mass Mhalo = 2 × 1010 M. The gas (stellar) scale length is
hg = 2.1 kpc (hd = 0.7).
(2) Milky Way (MW): a MW-like galaxy, with halo Mhalo = 1.6 ×
1012, and baryonic (Mbar, mb, md, mg) = (7.1, 1.5, 4.7, 0.9) ×
1010 M with scale-lengths (hd, hg) = (3.0, 6.0) kpc.
(3) Sbc: a gas-rich dwarf starburst disc with halo Mhalo = 1.5 ×
1011, and baryonic (Mbar, mb, md, mg) = (10.5, 1.0, 4.0, 5.5) ×
109 M with scale-lengths (hd, hg) = (1.3, 2.6) kpc.
(4) HiZ: a high-redshift massive starburst disc (typical of inter-
mediate SMGs at z ∼ 2–4); Mhalo = 1.4 × 1012 M (scaled for z =
2 haloes), and baryonic (Mbar, mb, md, mg) = (10.7, 0.7, 3, 7) ×
1010 M with scale-lengths (hd, hg) = (1.6, 3.2) kpc.
3 H I G H - D E N S I T Y G A S A N D F E E D BAC K
In Fig. 1, we plot the distribution of cold gas (T < 1000 K, mostly
in GMCs) densities in each simulation. We show this for models
with various feedback mechanisms enabled or disabled in turn. The
basic properties of the ‘standard’ model (all feedback enabled) are
discussed in Paper II: the distribution has a lognormal core (disper-
sion ∼1–1.5 dex) with median 〈n〉 ∼ 100 cm−3, in good agreement
with observations. As discussed in Section 1, the behaviour of this
‘core’ is not very sensitive to the model – they are just set by the
conditions for gravitational collapse in a turbulent (Q ∼ 1) disc (see
Hopkins 2012). The average GMC properties (sizes, linewidths,
densities, etc.) are not sensitive tracers of feedback.
But the high-n tail shows significant differences between models.
Turning off feedback entirely leads to runaway collapse with a large
secondary peak at n → 106 cm−3 (the maximum resolved density).
Turning off ‘heating’ mechanisms (shock-heating by SNe and stellar
winds and photoionization heating) leads to a small increase in the
amount of high-density n 104 cm−3 material in the MW and SMC
models. But in all models, even the MW and SMC cases – where
we show in Paper II that SNe heating may dominate the global self-
regulation of the disc and generation of galactic winds (Hopkins,
Quataert & Murray 2012b) – turning off radiation pressure (while
still keeping SNe, stellar wind and photoheating) yields a much
more dramatic increase in the amount of very dense material. In the
HiZ and Sbc models, this is nearly as significant as turning off all
feedback. In other words, even where global self-regulation can be
Figure 1. Distribution of ‘cold’ (T < 1000 K) gas densities n in each of the
different disc galaxy models, with different feedback mechanisms (Section
2) enabled. ‘Standard’ means all mechanisms are included. In the ‘no feed-
back’ case, gas piles up at n  104 cm−3. Even though SNe can regulate the
global galaxy properties, including just thermal feedback mechanisms (SNe
and stellar wind shock-heating and H II photoionization) without radiation
pressure or momentum flux (‘no momentum flux’) leads to a similar excess
at high n. Removing the heating mechanisms while keeping the radiation
pressure (‘rad mom only’) has a modest effect on the high-n gas, even though
it can dramatically change the galaxy wind and thermal state. If we make
feedback stronger by simply increasing the strength of the radiation pressure
momentum flux by a factor of 30, the amount of high-n material is strongly
suppressed. Remarkably, these changes have almost no effect on the median
densities of cold gas (n ∼ 10–100 cm−3) – i.e. typical densities of gas in
GMCs – or the corresponding GMC mass function and linewidths (nor do
they much alter the galaxy gas velocity dispersion or disc scale height; see
Paper II). It is the dense gas that traces the effects of feedback.
set by SNe heating, the dense material at n 104 cm−3 is regulated
by radiation pressure. This should be expected: at these densities
optical depths are large in the infrared, and cooling times for SNe
remnants are ∼104 times shorter than the dynamical time.
We illustrate how this very dense gas can function as a tracer
of the strength of radiation pressure by also comparing a series
of otherwise identical models where we simply multiply the local
radiation pressure force applied by a large, constant factor ηp = 30
everywhere in the simulation. Again, the median 〈n〉 is similar in
both cases. However, to maintain global equilibrium, the boosted-
feedback model requires much lower SFRs (and mass in young
stars). In turn, the high-n tail (where stars actually form) is much
smaller.
4 C OMPARI SON W I TH O BSERVATI ONS
In Fig. 2, we consider what these differences mean in terms
of observational tracers. The total mass budget in intermediate-
density molecular gas, roughly gas with n  100 cm−3, is com-
monly traced by the CO(1–0) transition. Since we know the
mass in gas above this density, we can use the observed relation
Mmol ≈ 4.8 LCO(1–0)/(K km s−1 pc2) (Young & Scoville 1991) to
estimate LCO. Similarly, the HCN luminosity LHCN is related to the
mass above its critical density, ncrit ≈ 6× 104 cm−3, as M(n> ncrit) ≈
5.5 LHCN/(K km s−1 pc2) (Gao & Solomon 2004a). Another high-
density tracer is CO(3–2), with ncrit ≈ 1.5 × 104 cm−3 and M(n >
ncrit) ≈ 1.33 LCO(3-2)/(K km s−1 pc2) (Narayanan et al. 2005). All
of these conversions are uncertain at the factor of ∼2 level, but
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72 P. F. Hopkins et al.
Figure 2. Dependence of observational dense-gas tracers on feedback and galaxy properties. We show the predicted ratio of the luminosity in HCN(1–0)
(bottom) and CO(3–2) (top), with critical densities ncrit ∼ 6 × 104, 1.5 × 104 cm−3, to the luminosity in CO(1–0), which traces the total molecular/GMC
mass (n  100 cm−3). This is a proxy for the ratio of very dense star-forming gas, to total GMC mass, as a function of gas mass/SFR. The median and
scatter in time for each galaxy model is plotted (points with error bars). Large black points adopt a constant αCO, small blue points adopt αCO(H2 , Z) from
Narayanan et al. (2012). The observed best-fitting trend (line) and data points (small circles) are taken from Gao & Solomon (2004a). We compare models
with different feedback mechanisms, as Fig. 1: our standard model; no gas heating from SNe, stellar winds or photoheating; no radiation pressure momentum
flux; no feedback and radiation pressure boosted by 30. While global average GMC properties are similar in these models, the ratio of very dense to GMC gas
mass, and hence the relative luminosity in tracers-like HCN, are sensitive to feedback. Gas heating has little effect on HCN because cooling times are so short
at these densities, but adjusting the strength of radiation pressure leads to a nearly linear scaling in the predicted HCN luminosities. In our standard models,
the predictions agree well with observations, both in the typical magnitude LHCN/LCO(1–0) (a consequence of ‘normal’ feedback strength), and the trend with
LCO(1–0), which stems from rising surface densities in more luminous systems.
a more accurate prediction would require a full non-local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium (LTE) radiative transfer solution (outside the
scope of this paper), and in any case, such a systematic offset does
not change our conclusions. For example, we contrast the results
with the choice of the surface density and metallicity-dependent
αCO derived in Narayanan et al. (2012), and obtain similar results.1
Because we cannot follow gas to arbitrarily high densities where
SF actually occurs, the simulations enforce the observed relation
between dense gas mass and SF efficiency (and indeed most of the
SF occurs in gas with resolved densities 104 cm−3). This means
1 It is also not simply the case that these lines just trace the mass above
a critical density. Evans (1999) advocate, for example, using instead the
‘effective’ density of tracers (the density needed to produce a line with
radiation temperature of 1 K). We can re-consider our calculations using
these densities, but we must be careful to also use the appropriate mass-
to-light conversion calibrated for virial masses at these densities instead.
From Wu et al. (2010), the effective density for HCN(1–0) is neff ≈ 5.1 ×
103 cm−3, which for our standard SMC, MW, Sbc and HiZ models increases
the total gas mass with n > neff (relative to that with n > ncrit) by a factor
of (1.7, 1.9, 4.5, 4.1), respectively. However the authors also re-calibrate the
appropriate mass-to-light ratio (see their section 5.1), giving a best-fitting
LHCN/M(n > neff) conversion factor which is a factor ≈0.3 times our adopted
LHCN/M(n> ncrit). As a result, the predicted LHCN is systematically different
by only ≈50 per cent (slightly larger for the Sbc and HiZ models, smaller for
the SMC and MW models). We see similar small changes in the simulations
with varied feedback physics.
they automatically reproduce the observed LHCN–SFR or LHCN–LIR
relations: they define our SF prescription.2
However, Fig. 1 shows that the relative amount of high-density
(n  104 cm−3) and intermediate-density/total molecular (n 
100 cm−3) gas can vary dramatically. The relevant diagnostic is
therefore the mass fraction in GMCs that is in dense cores,
Mdense/Mtot, traced in LHCN/LCO(1–0) or LCO(3−2)/LCO(1–0). Fig. 2
plots this as a function of total cold gas mass LCO(1–0). For both
tracers, we compare the observed relations:
LHCN
LCO(1–0)
∝ 0.1
(
LCO(1–0)
1010 K km s−1 pc−2
)0.4
, (1)
LCO(3−2)
LCO(1–0)
∝ 0.1
(
LCO(1–0)
1010 K km s−1 pc−2
)0.5
(2)
(Gao & Solomon 2004a; Narayanan et al. 2005).
2 If we arbitrarily raise/lower the efficiency of SF in the dense gas, we
will systematically shift the amount of dense gas required for the SFR and
corresponding feedback strength needed to self-regulate while preserving
otherwise similar galaxy properties (this is shown explicitly in fig. 8 of
Paper I). Hence this would also alter the density PDFs and LHCN–LCO
relations in Figs 1 and 2, but at the expense of manifestly violating the
observed LHCN–SFR and LHCN–LIR relations. We investigate this in more
detail below.
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In the ‘standard’ (all feedback enabled) models, the pre-
dicted ratios of dense-to-cold gas and the scaling with gas
mass/luminosity/SFR agree remarkably well with observations.
5 W H AT D E T E R M I N E S D E N S E C O R E
FR AC TION S A N D HCN LUMINOSITIES?
How does this scaling arise in our simulations? Dense clumps form
and collapse until they produce sufficient stars such that the lo-
cal feedback can offset gravity and disrupt the clump (generate a
force Ffeedback ∼ GM2cl/R2 ∼ GMcl cl). The total force needed
to unbind the GMC is then Ftot ∼ G MGMC GMC. If all the feed-
back acting on the GMC is from young stars currently in dense
clumps (and coupled therein), then the total force is simply the sum
over the forces acting in each dense region i, Ftot =
∑
Fdense, i =
G
∑
Mdense, i dense, i = G Mdense, tot 〈dense〉. Equating the two gives
Mdense/MGMC ∼ GMC/〈dense〉.
More generally, the stars form in dense regions, but these can
have a lifetime which is short compared to the massive stellar evo-
lution time-scale (∼5 Myr). For clumps that live for Nt ∼ 1 free-
fall times, the fraction of the GMC luminosity in dense clumps is
fL ≈ 0.1 n−1/24 Nt , where n4 ≡ 〈ncl〉/104 cm−3.3 As Fig. 1 shows,
the dense gas is most affected by the local radiation pressure. The
total force (momentum deposition rate) from radiation pressure
in a (smooth) clump with average optical depth τ in the IR is
p˙ = (1 + τ ) L/c; the total p˙ in the GMC is then (1 + [τ dense − τ 0]
fL + τ 0) L/c (where L is the total stellar luminosity, τ 0 = κ GMC
is the mean τ of the GMC as a whole and τ dense = κ dense is the
mean τ of a dense clump).4 We can estimate the required Lcl/Mcl
for each dense clump by again equating the force to gravity, and
then L = f −1L
∑
Lcl. Using this and equating the total force on the
GMC to its self-gravity (and assuming τ dense  1  τ 0), we obtain
Mdense
MGMC
≈ fL τ0
1 + fL τdense + τ0 (3)
≈ 0.03 Nt,3 n
−1/2
4 GMC, 100
1 + 0.3 Nt,3 n−1/24 dense,1000 + 0.1 GMC,100
(4)
→ GMC
dense
(n−1/24 dense,1000  1), (5)
where Nt, 3 = Nt/3, GMC, 100 ≡ GMC/100 M pc−2 [∼1 for typ-
ical GMCs, i.e. in non-ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs)],
3 If the massive stars dominating the luminosity have lifetime t∗ ≈
5 Myr, and clumps live for a time tcl ≡ Nt tff = Nt/
√(32/3π) Gρcl ≈
0.5 Nt (ncl/104 cm−3)−1/2 Myr, then (on average) if tcl < t∗ the fraction
of massive stars (light) in clumps is fL ∼ tcl/t∗ ∼ 0.1 n−1/24 Nt .
4 There is some debate in the literature regarding the exact form of the η ∼
(1 + τ ) prefix in the momentum flux η L/c (see e.g. Krumholz & Thompson
2012, but also Kuiper et al. 2012). For our purposes in this derivation,
it is simply an ‘umbrella’ term which should include all momentum flux
terms (including radiation pressure in the UV and IR, stellar winds, cosmic
rays, warm gas pressure from photoionization/photoelectric heating and
early-time SNe). These other mechanisms will introduce slightly different
functional dependencies in our simple derivation, if they are dominant,
however, the total value of η ∼ a few is likely to be robust even if IR radiation
pressure is negligible, leading to the same order of magnitude prediction.
And we find that using a different form of the radiation pressure scaling
which agrees quite well with that calculated in Krumholz & Thompson
(2012) has only weak effects on our results (see Paper I, appendix B, Paper II,
appendix A2 and Hopkins et al. 2012c, appendix A).
dense, 1000 ≡ dense/1000 M pc−2 (∼1 for typical dense clumps)
and n4 ≡ ndense/104 cm−3.
In simulations, we find typical Nt ≈ 2–4; if we assume a fixed
SFR per free-fall time ˙M∗ = ∗ Mdense/tfree-fall, dense and use the
above derivation to obtain the critical L/M in a dense clump, we
predict Nt ≈ 3 (0.05/∗). These values agree well with observa-
tional estimates (Evans et al. 2009, and references therein). Thus
up to some ‘saturation’ level when n−1/24 dense, 1000  1, we expect
Mdense/MGMC ∝ −1∗ (inversely proportional to the small-scale SF
efficiency, if it is constant); we demonstrate this explicitly below.
Note that one might also expect a dependence on metallicity,
since the opacities τ appear; however, accounting for it properly
(assuming opacity scales linearly with metallicity), the dependence
on metallicity cancels nearly completely.
The predicted ratio Mdense/MGMC increases with GMC. We saw
in Paper II that GMC increases with average galaxy surface den-
sity (hence galaxy SFR and luminosity). This drives the trend of
increasing LHCN/LCO(1–0) at higher luminosities in Fig. 2. Observa-
tionally, from the baryonic Tully–Fisher relation (Rg ∝ M0.25–0.33g )
(e.g. Stark, McGaugh & Swaters 2009), we expect (for Jeans-scale
clouds) average surface densities GMC ∝ M0.3–0.5g (which fits well
the direct estimates in Paper II). This leads to the prediction that
LHCN/LCO(1–0) ∝ L(0.3–0.5)CO(1–0) for ‘normal’ galaxies (with an upper
limit when Mdense/MGMC ∼ 1). Similar considerations can be used
to derive the observed IR-CO(1–0) scaling (Andrews & Thompson
2011).
Note that this argument assumes thatdense does not increase with
average galaxy surface density, or at least not as rapidly as GMC
does. There is some observational evidence that, at the highest
clump masses, dense does not increase with increasing clump mass
(e.g. fig. 8 in Murray 2009).
This simple force argument also predicts, for example, that in
local luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs) and ULIRGs, where en-
hanced SF is driven by extremely dense nuclear concentrations
of gas, and so GMC must be large (it must be at least the mean
density), the dense gas fraction or LHCN/LCO(1–0) will be system-
atically larger. This has been observed (Gao & Solomon 2004b;
Narayanan et al. 2005; Evans et al. 2006; Bussmann et al. 2008).
Moreover, we can estimate the magnitude of this enhancement: in
typical ULIRG nuclei, where the effect will be most extreme, the
surface densities reach   103 M pc−2, reaching the limit where
LHCN/LCO(1–0) ∼ Mdense/MGMC ∼ 〈〉/dense ∼ 0.1–1 (i.e. where
the dense gas fractions saturate) a factor ∼10 larger than that in
normal galaxies. This agrees well with the enhancements in LHCN
observed for ULIRGs and dense relative to normal spiral galaxies
in Gao & Solomon (2004b) and Juneau et al. (2009).
Finally, note that our choice to normalize the above scalings
around ∼104 cm−3 is purely for convenience (since this is near the
densities of interest for the tracers we discuss here). The simple scal-
ing argument above admits a continuum of densities, with equation
(3) applicable to a wide range of densities n  nGMC. If the SFR
per dynamical time in the dense gas (∗) is constant, then this sim-
ply predicts Mdense(n > ncrit)/MGMC ∝ n−1/2crit (up to the ‘saturation
level’ noted above).
6 D ENSE TRAC ERS V ERSUS FEEDBACK
Based on the derivations above, we can guess how the HCN and
CO luminosities will behave under various changes to the feedback
model, shown in Fig. 2. Because it has little effect on the most
dense gas, removing gas heating has a weak effect on the predicted
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correlations, even in the MW and SMC models. Note that it can
move systems along the correlations – it does so by globally regu-
lating the mass in winds, and so the total mass forming GMCs and
ultimately forming stars (e.g. absolute LCO(1–0)). But within GMCs,
heating has little effect, since the cooling time is so short. Remov-
ing the local direct radiation pressure momentum flux, however,
has a much more dramatic effect, similar to removing all forms of
feedback entirely. In both cases, there is little or nothing to resist
runaway collapse inside the GMCs, and dense gas piles up until it
saturates at fractions of order unity relative to the total GMC mass
(Fig. 1). These produce order-of-magnitude or larger discrepancies
with the observations (in the SMC and MW case, momentum flux
from SNe resist complete collapse, but the amount of dense gas is
still ∼10 times too large for the observations). On the other hand, if
we artificially boost the local radiation pressure strength by a large
factor, the dense gas is all removed. If we repeat the derivations
above, with the radiation pressure force multiplied uniformly by
a factor η, the predicted Mdense/MGMC in the non-saturated regime
(GMC  dense) simply scales ∝η−1. This is what we find – the
predicted LHCN/LCO(1–0) decreases approximately linearly in pro-
portion to the ‘boost’ in feedback strength.
7 D EN SE TR AC ERS V ERSUS STA R
FORMATION EFFICIENCIES
From the scaling in Section 5, we can also anticipate how the HCN
and CO luminosities will behave as we change the small-scale SF
law adopted in the simulations. This is shown explicitly in Fig. 3.
Recall, as discussed above and shown in Papers I and II, changing
the SF law in high-density gas has essentially no effect on the total
SFR of the simulations. This is because SF is feedback regulated,
so simply requires a balance between a certain number of young
stars (hence total feedback input) and global collapse/dissipation.
In Fig. 3, we systematically vary the SF efficiency ∗ (SFR per
dynamical time in dense gas with n > 1000 cm−3), by a factor
of ∼103. We also consider a different model in which the instanta-
neous local SF efficiency is set to either unity or zero depending on
whether a given gas parcel is locally self-gravitating (at the resolu-
tion limit), which produces a time and volume-averaged efficiency
of 〈∗〉 ∼ 2 per cent but with large variability. Across all these mod-
els, we find a  20 per cent change in the total time-averaged SFR.
Here, we see similarly that there is also almost no effect on the
intermediate-density gas, traced in LCO(1–0). However, there is a
strong systematic trend in the amount of high-density gas, reflected
in LHCN. In order to globally self-regulate against runaway collapse,
a certain total amount of feedback, hence total SFR, is needed;
but to achieve the same SFR with systematically lower (higher)
efficiency, a correspondingly larger (smaller) amount of dense gas
must be present (see also Paper I, fig. 5). The scaling is roughly
inverse with efficiency, LHCN ∝ −1∗ .
Thus, the ratio of high-density to intermediate-density gas, in
tracers such as LHCN/LCO(1–0), is really a direct tracer of the amount
of feedback per ‘unit dense gas’, i.e. the product of the feedback
and SF efficiencies: LHCN/LCO(1–0) ∝ (η ∗)−1.
However, at fixed feedback strength but changing ∗, recall that
the total SFR (for otherwise identical galaxies) is the same, while
the amount of dense gas changes. Hence a tracer of the ratio of
dense gas to total SFR, e.g. LHCN/LIR, is able to independently
constrain ∗ and break this degeneracy. Here, we find very good
agreement between the predicted LHCN/LIR in our ‘default’ models
with fixed ∗ = 0.015, and/or in the model with variable (self-gravity
dependent) efficiencies (since this produces a very similar average
Figure 3. Dependence of dense-gas tracers on the small-scale SF efficiency
∗. We show results for a series of otherwise identical simulations of the
HiZ model, as in Fig. 2, but systematically vary the assumed simulation
SF efficiency ∗ in the dense gas (n > 1000 cm−3), from which the SFR
is ρ˙∗ = ∗ ρmol/tff (see Section 2). Top: very dense to GMC gas mass
ratio as a function of GMC gas mass (as Fig. 2). Bottom: same HCN
(1–0) to CO(1–0) ratio, for the same simulations, as a function of the SF
efficiency ∗ assumed. The solid point does not assume a constant ∗, but
adopts the model in Hopkins, Narayanan & Murray (2013): the efficiency is
∗ = 1 in regions which are locally self-gravitating, but ∗ = 0 otherwise.
We therefore plot the time and mass-averaged efficiency 〈∗〉 predicted (with
its scatter), around ∼0.5–4 per cent. As shown in Paper I, the total SFR, total
IR luminosity, and here, total CO luminosity (GMC gas mass) are nearly
identical (insensitive to the small-scale SF law), because it is set by the SFR
needed to balance collapse via feedback. However, to achieve the same SFR
with lower (higher) efficiency, a larger (smaller) mass of dense gas is needed.
The dense-to-GMC gas ratio scales approximately inversely with the mean
〈∗〉 (dashed line shows a fit with slope L[HCN]/L[CO(1–0)] ∝ 〈∗〉−1).
efficiency). Assuming fixed ∗ = 1, on the other hand, leads us to
predict a mean ratio LHCN/LIR a factor of ∼50 lower than observed
(in e.g. Gao & Solomon 2004a; Wu et al. 2010).
8 D I SCUSSI ON
We have used a library of numerical hydrodynamic simulations of
galaxies, with pc-scale resolution, molecular cooling and explicit
spatial/time resolution of feedback mechanisms including radiation
pressure in the UV and IR, supernovae, massive and AGB stellar
winds and H II photoionization heating to study how the properties
of dense gas – i.e. the gas where stars actually form – can be a
sensitive tracer of the effects of feedback and a strong constraint
on models of SF and stellar feedback. In Papers I and II, we show
that these feedback mechanisms generically lead to the formation
of a self-regulating, quasi-steady-state multiphase ISM, in which
dense GMCs form via gravitational collapse. The GMCs then form
clumps at densities n > 104 cm−3 in which most stars form. These
stars, which have a total mass amounting to only a few per cent
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of the GMC mass, then disrupt their parent GMCs. We showed
in Paper II, however, that most properties of the ISM and GMCs
are insensitive to the feedback mechanism or strength of feedback,
so long as some mechanisms are present that are sufficient to re-
sist runaway dissipation and collapse in these GMCs. Considering
models with e.g. the dominant feedback mechanism being radia-
tion pressure, SNe, H II photoheating or stellar winds; or models
with different density thresholds, power-law dependencies or effi-
ciencies of SF in dense subclumps; or models where we arbitrarily
multiply/divide the strength of feedback by large factors; we find
that provided something can make GMCs short-lived, their global
properties (mass functions, densities, size–mass and linewidth–size
relations, virial parameters and ISM velocity dispersions, scale-
heights, phase structure and Toomre Q parameters) largely reflect
global gravitational conditions rather than e.g. some local hydro-
static equilibrium that would be sensitive to the details of SF and/or
feedback on small scales.
However, we show here that the properties of the very dense gas,
n  104 cm−3, are sensitive to the strength and nature of feedback,
and the SF efficiency on small scales. If feedback is inefficient,
then dense regions within GMCs will collapse and accrete until a
large fraction of the GMC mass is in dense clumps. If, on the other
hand, feedback is efficient, then only a small fraction of the dense
clumps within a cloud collapse before sufficient massive stars are
formed to unbind the parent cloud. If SF is inefficient, a ‘bottleneck’
appears and more gas must pile up at these densities to ultimately
produce the same strength of feedback. The ratio of mass in dense
gas – traced by dense molecular transitions such as LHCN – to the
total mass of cool gas – traced by lower density transitions such
as LCO(1–0) – is therefore a sensitive measure of feedback and SF
efficiencies. In models with weak or no feedback, we show that the
predicted ratio LHCN/LCO(1–0) is an order-of-magnitude or more
larger than observed. In models with feedback efficiencies taken
‘as is’ from stellar evolution models, the predicted ratio agrees well
with that observed. But if we arbitrarily make feedback more or
less strong, multiplying the momentum flux by some factor η, then
the predicted LHCN/LCO(1–0) ratio scales approximately as η−1; a
model with 30 times stronger radiation pressure predicts ∼30 times
lower LHCN/LCO(1–0).
Likewise, if the SF efficiencies either follow a physically moti-
vated model where they reflect rapid collapse in only self-gravitating
regions, or an imposed average ∼1 per cent per free-fall time in the
dense gas, then the predicted ratios agree well with the observations,
but if we make the SF efficiency much lower (higher), the ratio of
dense gas tracers to the total SFR (LHCN/LIR, for example) becomes
much higher (lower) than observed. In some sense, then, the ques-
tion of why SF efficiencies are low in a galaxy-wide sense is shifted
to the question of why most very high-density gas is not forming
stars rapidly (which these simulations cannot predict). Whether this
is a consequence of ‘slow’ SF therein, or most such gas not be-
ing self-gravitating, or some additional physics not included here,
remains an important subject for future work.
The predicted ratios are sensitive not just to the absolute strength
of feedback, but also to the mechanisms of feedback. The thermal
energy deposited by SNe explosions, for example, can have dramatic
effects on galaxy scales (puffing up galaxy discs, driving turbulence
and accelerating material into galactic superwinds), once it escapes
from dense gas to efficiently heat low-density material. But it has
almost no effect directly within the high-density gas, because the
post-shock cooling time at these densities is ∼104 times shorter
than the dynamical time. We therefore predict that this mechanism
has little effect on the observed LHCN–LCO(1–0) relation, except to
move galaxies along the relation by globally regulating the amount
of (previously low-density) gas which can cool into new GMCs.
Radiation pressure, on the other hand, can provide a very strong
source of feedback at these densities, because these regions can be
optically thick. Direct observations of massive star-forming regions
have begun to suggest such a scenario (Lopez et al. 2011); corre-
lating this with observations of the dense-to-low density gas mass
ratio would provide a mechanism-specific diagnostic of feedback
strength.
In addition to the normalization (median ratio LHCN/LCO), we
show also that the systematic trends in LHCN–LCO with e.g. SFR,
LIR or LCO are tracers of feedback properties. We predict that the
ratio of dense to total gas increases with increasing SFR and lu-
minosity, in a manner in good agreement with observations. This
arises because higher SFR systems tend to have higher cloud sur-
face densities (equivalently, higher pressures) and therefore require
more force (more SF, for the same feedback efficiencies) to un-
bind. We therefore predict a correlation between the dense gas ratio
tracers and cloud surface densities of the form ∝GMC (at low sur-
face densities; it must saturate at higher densities), which should
explain some of the observed scatter in nominal cloud lifetimes,
dense gas formation efficiencies and measured SF efficiencies. This
specifically predicts an enhanced ratio of LHCN/LCO(1–0) in extreme
systems such as ULIRGs and galaxy nuclei, and very high-redshift
starburst discs – these systems have disc-average surface densities
 in excess of the ‘typical’ MW GMC, so must have significantly
higher GMC. This should also manifest in even higher density trac-
ers such as HCN(3–2) (see e.g. Bussmann et al. 2008), for which
our models here predict a more dramatic difference in the most
extreme systems (but begins to push against our resolution limits).
Such an enhancement has been tentatively observed; we provide
a motivation for further observations to constrain how this scales
with GMC and galaxy properties, as a means to directly constrain
the efficiency of feedback as a function of these parameters.
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A P P E N D I X A : R E S O L U T I O N A N D
N U M E R I C A L T E S T S
Here we briefly discuss some numerical tests of the results in the
paper.
In Papers I and II, we consider extensive resolution tests, and
demonstrate that global quantities such as the galaxy SFR, and
correspondingly total IR luminosity, as well as the closely related
total mass at ‘GMC densities’ (n  100 cm−3) and by extension
CO(1–0) luminosities discussed in the text are well converged even
if we downgrade our numerical resolution by an order of magnitude
(see Paper I, figs 5, 9, 10 and 11; Paper II, appendix B and fig.
B1; as well as Hopkins et al. 2012b, appendix A and fig. A3). In
these studies we have surveyed our range of galaxy models with
independently varied spatial and mass resolution from an order of
magnitude more poor than the standard parameters in this text, up
to models with >3 × 108 particles and sub-parsec resolution.
However, in this paper we also focus specifically on gas at
much higher densities ∼104–105 cm−3, which is more challeng-
ing to resolve. In GADGET, the density around a given parti-
cle is specifically related to the SPH smoothing kernel size hsml
as ρi = NNGB mi/(4π/3 h3sml, i), where mi is the particle mass and
NNGB the number of SPH ‘neighbours’. Thus resolving a density
n = n4 × 104 cm−3 requires minimum softening lengths hsml 
8.5 n−1/34 (mi/104 M)1/3 pc (with 64 neighbours). This condition
is satisfied, although in some cases, only by a relatively small mar-
gin, in all our runs at the critical densities used in the text. However,
for such resolution to be meaningful, it also must be the case that
the simulations can resolve the (turbulent) Jeans mass of structures
with these densities (spurious collapse when this is not resolved is
prevented by the standard Truelove et al. 1997 criterion; see Paper I
for details). It is straightforward then to see that we are only just
able to resolve these high densities in our fiducial runs.
Fig. A1 demonstrates this more explicitly by considering the gas
density distribution in a series of HiZ runs with otherwise identical
parameters but differing numerical resolution (a run both lower and
higher resolution than our ‘standard’ resolution in the text). In each
case, the mass and force resolution of the simulation effective sets
a maximum resolvable density. At our fiducial resolution this max-
imum is a few 105 cm−3. If we increase our resolution in mass by
almost an order of magnitude, this increases to ∼106 cm−3, and if we
downgrade it by a similar amount, the density distribution cuts off at
≈105 cm−3. It does appear that at the critical densities <105 cm−3,
the results are converged (to within a margin substantially smaller
than the scatter in time seen in the simulations). If we use the
‘effective densities’ of the high-density tracers (which are some-
what lower than the critical densities), the convergence is better.
Clearly, however, going to even higher density tracers with criti-
Figure A1. Cumulative density distributions from Fig. 1, in a resolution
study of otherwise identical HiZ models. All examples are our default stan-
dard model (with all feedback mechanisms included). The ‘standard res-
olution’ case is run at the same resolution as the model in the main text
(for the HiZ model, this is 5 × 106 gas particles with a force softening
of 7 pc). We compare ‘medium resolution’ (1.2 × 106 gas particles, 11 pc
force softening) and ‘high resolution’ (3 × 107 gas particles, 4 pc force
softening). Medium/high resolution runs have also been run for the SMC
and MW models, with the same gas particle numbers as those above, but
force softenings =0.2 and 0.7 times smaller, respectively, with qualitatively
similar results.
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cal densities106 cm−3 will require substantially higher resolution
simulations.
We have also checked whether or not the details of the numerical
method change our conclusions. We have re-run a subset of our sim-
ulations with the new ‘pressure–entropy’ formulation of smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) developed in Hopkins (2013). This
is an alternative formulation of the SPH equations which removes
the spurious numerical ‘surface tension’ term and greatly improves
the behaviour in treating certain fluid mixing instabilities (see also
Saitoh & Makino 2013). This also eliminates most of the known
discrepancies between the results of SPH and Eulerian grid-based
simulations. As well, the new version of the code includes improve-
ments in the smoothing kernel (Dehnen & Aly 2012), treatment
of artificial viscosity (Cullen & Dehnen 2010) and time-stepping
algorithm (Durier & Dalla Vecchia 2012). As shown in Hopkins
(2013), however, these improvements make very little difference
to the quantities of interest here (they mostly affect the mixing of
diffuse, hot gas in galactic haloes); the SFR and dense gas distri-
butions in the galaxies we simulate here are generally altered at
the <20 per cent level.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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